Engineering sulfur vacancies and impurities in NiCo$_2$S$_4$ nanostructures toward optimal supercapacitive performance
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**Abstract**

High efficiency supercapacitors require the electrode materials which integrate high specific capacitance, favorable rate capability and long-term cyclic stability. These features are often associated with vacancies and impurities in the electrodes. Understanding the mechanism behind the related process provides a deep insight into improved supercapacitive performance. Here we present the synthesis of spinel structured nickel cobalt sulfide (NiCo$_2$S$_4$) nanomaterials with tunable sulfur vacancy concentrations and impurities by controlling the sulfurization process. The effects of these defects on the nanomaterial supercapacitive properties were then clearly identified. Interestingly, on one hand, the sulfur vacancies were found to increase the specific capacitance by improving electrical conductivity, while, on the other hand, they hindered the rate capability and cyclic stability due to the increased crystal structure disordering. An optimal supercapacitive performance was achieved, namely, high specific capacitance, favorable rate capability and long-term cyclic stability were documented for both three-electrode system and solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor device. These results have significant implications for the design and optimization of pseudocapacitive properties of transition metal compounds.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Electrochemical supercapacitors are attractive candidates for the next-generation energy storage devices because of their high power density during a discharging process [1–6]. Pseudocapacitors, in which energy is stored through reversible Faradaic reactions on the electrode materials, possess larger specific capacitance than electrical double-layer capacitors [7–9]. However, the poor charge transfer ability in pseudocapacitive materials, such as transition metal oxides and hydroxides, prevents these systems from applications that require high rate charging and discharging [10,11].

Shortening the charge transfer distance and improving the intrinsic conductivity of electrode materials are two strategies commonly employed to facilitate the charge transfer in pseudocapacitors [12]. The former refers to, for example, in-situ growth of pseudocapacitive materials onto conductive substrates, such as graphene, carbon fibers and nickel foam [11,13–15]. Despite remarkable improvements which have been evidenced with respect to those hybrid electrodes, the promotion of intrinsic conductivity of pseudocapacitive materials is still a challenge. Recently, defect engineering on transition metal oxides has been reported as an effective route to improve their intrinsic conductivity. For instance, Lu and co-workers found that oxygen-deficient α-Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanorods had shown an enhanced electrochemical performance compared to that of pristine α-Fe$_2$O$_3$, which was due to the increased donor density and number of active sites resulted from the oxygen vacancies [16]. Another example was demonstrated by Li and co-workers, who obtained an improved supercapacitive performance from NiCo$_2$O$_4$ hollow spheres combining large surface area and high conductivity. A hydrogenation process was employed to increase oxygen vacancies in the electrode material, and therefore to lower the internal resistance as well as the Warburg impedance [12]. Other reports suggested that the introduction of defects, nevertheless, is usually associated with the crystalline structure disordering, which is adverse to the rate capability and cyclic performance [17,18]. In this regard, a synthetic assessment on the defect-related pseudocapacitive performance, including specific capacitance, rate capability and cyclic stability, is desired and of prime significance.
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Mixed valence transition metal oxides and sulfi des have been extensively studied as electrode materials in supercapacitors [19]. Specifically, spinel structured nickel-cobalt sulfide (NiCo2S4) displayed a distinguished electrochemical performance because of its intriguing features of multiple Faradaic reactions and, more importantly, superior conductivity compared with other pseudocapacitive materials [4,8,20–23]. Recent reports have revealed that oxygen vacancies in spinel structured NiCo2O4 are critical for electrochemical processes in it [12,24]. Considering the similar crystalline structure between NiCo2S4 and NiCo2O4 phases [25], it is reasonable to anticipate that sulfur vacancies in nickel cobalt sulfides could play the key roles in tuning their pseudocapacitive properties, which up to now have not been properly considered. Furthermore, various synthetic methods employed in the synthesis of NiCo2S4 led to the crystallization difference, e.g. defects and impurities [22,25]. Due to the lack of consistency among the various experimental results, the optimal synthetic conditions for nickel cobalt sulfides fabrication towards superior supercapacitive performance have not been identified yet.

In this study, we present the controlled sulfurization of three dimensional (3D) NiCo2S4 nanostructures, in which the sulfur vacancy concentration and impurities were engineered by varying the sulfur source and sulfurization duration. The effects of sulfur vacancy concentration and impurities on the material supercapacitive performance were clearly identified. Interestingly, we found that the sulfur vacancies improved the specific capacitance of the electrode, yet decreased the rate capability as well as cyclic stability at the same time. The resulted supercapacitive performance was tuned based on the competitive mechanisms of charge transfer ability and disordering of the crystal structure. An optimal supercapacitive performance integrating high specific capacitance, favorable rate capability and long-term cyclic stability was finally realized. This research not only uncovers the optimal sulfurization conditions for the spinel nickel cobalt sulfides, but also shows effective routes to tune the supercapacitive performance, such as specific capacitance, rate capability and cyclic stability of the electrode.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Synthesis of 3D-structured NiCo-carbonate-hydroxide

All chemicals were of analytical grade and were used without further purification. In a typical synthesis of a NiCo-carbonate-hydroxide precursor, 2 mmol Co(NO3)2, 1 mmol Ni(NO3)2, 15 mmol urea and 6 mmol NH4F were dissolved into 35 ml distilled water to form a transparent pink solution. This aqueous solution was then transferred into a 46 ml Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and kept at 100 °C for 3.5 h. After cooling to room temperature naturally, the purple precipitate was separated under centrifugation in distilled water and ethanol several times, and vacuum dried at 80 °C for 6 h.
2.2. Synthesis of 3D-structured NiCo2S4

The as-synthesized NiCo-precursor was then sulfurized by thioacetamide (TAA) or sodium sulfide (SS) over various times. In a typical synthesis of NiCo2S4 treated by TAA, 30 mg of the NiCo-precursor was re-dispersed in 20 ml ethanol, followed by dissolution of 50 mg TAA as a sulfur source. Then the suspension was transferred into a 46 ml Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and kept at 180 °C for 6 h or 12 h. After centrifugation with ethanol for several times and vacuum drying at 60 °C overnight, the 3D-structured NiCo2S4 was obtained. These samples were abbreviated as TAA-6 and TAA-12. In the case of samples sulfurized by Na2S, TAA and ethanol were replaced by identical amount of Na2S and distilled water, respectively. The sulfurization was conducted for 6, 12 and 24 h, and the resulted samples were named as SS-6, SS-12, SS-24, respectively.

2.3. Structural characterization

The as-prepared nickel cobalt sulfides were characterized using a Hitachi S4800 field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a Thermo Noran energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS), and Shimadzu XRD-7000 powder X-ray Diffractometer (XRD) with monochromatized Cu Ka irradiation. Raman spectra were measured with a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer having an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were carried out on a Tecnai G2 F30 S-TWIN instrument at the accelerating voltage of 300 kV, accompanied with EDXA energy-dispersive X-ray mapping (EDS mapping) for element distribution analysis. High-resolution XPS measurements for evaluation of elemental species and their chemical states were carried out on a Thermo ESCALAB250Xi with a resolution of 0.43 eV.

2.4. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical measurements were conducted in a three-electrode electrochemical cell with Pt foil as a counter electrode and saturated calomel electrode as a reference electrode in 6 M KOH aqueous solution. The working electrode was prepared by mixing the as-prepared samples, conductive graphite and PTFE at a mass ratio of 85:10:5. The slurry was coated onto cleansed nickel foam and vacuum dried overnight. The supercapacitive performance was estimated on a CHI 660E (Chenhua, Shanghai) electrochemical workstation by using cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge-discharge and AC impedance techniques. The mass loadings of the as-prepared samples in the electrodes were 1.97, 1.83, 1.95, 1.86 and 2.00 mg/cm² for SS-6, SS-12, SS-24, TAA-6 and TAA-12, respectively. The calculation method of the specific capacitance is presented in the Supplementary material.

The relative electrochemical active surface areas (REASA) were estimated by probing the electrochemical-double-layer specific capacitances of the electrodes. The electrochemical-double-layer specific capacitances were extracted from cyclic voltammetry curves at non-Faradaic potentials region (−0.4 to −0.2 V vs SCE in this study) according to Eq. S1 in the Calculation method in the Supplementary material.

2.5. I-V measurements

The electrodes were prepared by pressing the as-synthesized samples (20 mg) into a disk (d=0.6 cm) at a pressure of 5 MPa. Then, the samples were sandwiched and firmly pressed with two copper discs (d=0.4 cm) using an insulating clip. The current-voltage (I-V) curves were recorded by a linear sweep voltammetry using CHI 660E electrochemical workstation.

2.6. Fabrication of all-solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor

The all-solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor was assembled by separating the NiCo2S4 (TAA-6 as cathode) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) hydrogel (anode) by a piece of cellulose paper. Solid-state PVA/KOH gel was employed as electrolyte, which was prepared by dissolving 2.24 g KOH and 4 g PVA in 40 ml H2O. The masses of cathode and anode materials were 1.78 mg and 8.19 mg, respectively. This proportion was fixed based on the charge balance theory (Eq. S5 in the Supplementary material) and the difference in specific capacitance between TAA-6 and rGO hydrogel (Fig. S11). Before assembling, each electrode was coated with a PVA/KOH gel. The asymmetric device was fabricated by sandwiching the separator between the cathode and anode. After drying, the assembled device was finally encapsulated into lithium ion battery housing. Electrochemical measurements including cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles, AC impedance and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were performed using CHI 660E electrochemical workstation.

Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns of as-prepared samples, and (b) Raman spectra of SS-6, TAA-6 and TAA-12 samples.
impedance and self-discharge measurements were conducted to estimate the performance of the asymmetric supercapacitor.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation and characterization

The 3D NiCo2S4 structures were synthesized via a two-step process, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. In the first step, a uniform 3D structured NiCo-carbonate-hydroxide was obtained via a simple hydrothermal method. SEM and TEM images (Fig. 1b and e) show that the precursors are 4–5 μm in diameter and are assembled as nanoflakes with a thickness of about 30 nm. Secondly, the NiCo2S4 structures were sulfurized by varying the sulfur sources (TAA or SS) and the sulfurization durations (6 h, 12 h or 24 h). The hierarchical morphology of 3D NiCo2S4 nanostructure was well inherited from the precursor by using either TAA or SS as a sulfide source (Fig. 1c and d). Nevertheless, thicker flakes were observed in the NiCo2S4 samples compared with those in the precursor, especially for the samples sulfurized by TAA (Fig. 1f and g), indicating a volume expansion process during the sulfurization.

The XRD pattern of sample TAA-6 in Fig. 2a was indexed to the spinel phase of NiCo2S4 (JCPDS card no. 43-1477) without any residues and contaminants, indicating that the NiCo-carbonate-hydroxide precursor was totally converted into NiCo2S4. Some additional peaks indexed to cubic Co9S8 phase (JCPDS card no. 65-6801) were observed from sample SS-6 besides the primary diffraction peaks of NiCo2S4 spinel. The existence of Co9S8 phase suggests the incomplete sulfurization of the samples using Na2S as a sulfide source, which was also verified by previous reports [23,26]. Notably, extending the sulfurization time to 24 h leads to increased crystallinity as well as volume expansion of the nanoflakes (Fig. 2a and Fig. S1), but does not eliminate the Co9S8 phase impurity from the samples. On the other hand, prolonging the sulfurization duration in the TAA system results in another CoS2 impurity (JCPDS card no. 41-1471), as shown in the XRD pattern of TAA-12, which is ascribed to over-sulfurization of the sample. Moreover, the sulfur content in the samples varies, while the proportion of nickel and cobalt keeps constant at 0.5 (EDS in Fig. S2), implying the difference in sulfurization state among the samples.

The structure features were also detected by Raman spectra (Fig. 2b), in which the peaks centered at 178, 459, 509, and 661 cm\(^{-1}\) are ascribed to \(E_{2g}, E_{2g}, F_{2g}, \) and \(A_{1g}\) modes of NiCo2S4, respectively. Compared with the typical stretching vibration from TAA-6, a blue shift of the peak location is observed from SS-6, while it is red shifted in the case of TAA-12. These peak shifts may be interpreted by the variation of the dimensional scale since there is difference in volume expansion among different samples [27]. Furthermore, the introduced impurities in SS-6 and TAA-12 were also confirmed by Raman spectra. The prominent peaks located at 303 and 379 cm\(^{-1}\) from SS-6 are related to the stretching vibration of Co9S8, and the pronounced band centered at 336 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the characteristic stretching vibration of CoS2 phase [28–30].

Fig. 3a shows the HRTEM image of a NiCo2S4 nanoflake from sample TAA-6. The measured interplanar d-spacings of 0.16, 0.28, 0.33 and 0.53 nm can be readily indexed to (531), (311), (220) and (111) crystal planes of NiCo2S4. The interlaced crystalline directions suggest the polycrystalline nature of the sample, which is also confirmed by the annular patterns in the SAED image (Fig. 3b). A EDX mapping displayed in Fig. 3c reveals a homogeneous distribution of Ni, Co and S in TAA-6. Additionally, we detected the CoS2 phase in SS-6 and CoS2 phase in TAA-12 (Fig. S3). These are consistent with the results obtained from XRD and Raman spectra. It is noted that Ni and Co are distributed uniformly even in SS-6 and TAA-12, in spite of the impurities introduced (Fig. S4).

The variation of sulfurization conditions not only introduces impurities, but also leads to difference in sulfur vacancy concentrations in the samples. In the XPS spectra of S 2p for each sample (Fig. 4a), the peak at the lower binding energy corresponds to S 2p3/2 core level, this is attributed to typical metal-sulfur bonds [8,23], while the peak of S 2p1/2 at the higher energy is assigned to sulfur with low coordination, which is generally related to sulfur vacancies [31]. The relative intensity of 2p1/2 in S 2p spectrum is 48.2% for TAA-6. This proportion increases to 57.8% for SS-6, indicating a higher sulfur vacancy concentration in SS-6,
which is caused by the insufficient sulfurization of the samples treated by Na$_2$S. Moreover, the relative intensity of 2p$_{1/2}$ declines gradually from SS-6 to SS-24, implying that the amount of sulfur vacancies can also be controlled by the sulfurization time. The variation of sulfur vacancy concentration was also verified by the changes of cationic valence. Compared to the pristine sample TAA-6, the sample SS-6 exhibits the higher relative intensities of Ni$^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$, while the lower intensities of Ni$^{3+}$ and
Co\(^{3+}\). This indicates a higher sulfur vacancy concentration in SS-6 (Fig. 4b–e).

### 3.2. Electrochemical performance in three-electrode system

The electrochemical performances of the as-synthesized samples were tested for working electrodes in supercapacitors within a three-electrode system. Cyclic voltammetric (CV) curve of each sample displays typical redox peaks (Fig. 5a), which are obviously distinct from electrical double-layer capacitance characterized as rectangular curves. The pseudocapacitive features of NiCo\(_2\)S\(_4\) come from the Faradaic redox reactions, as illustrated by the following equations: [32].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NiCo}_2\text{S}_4 + \text{OH}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} &\rightarrow \text{NiS}_4\text{S}_{4-x}\text{OH} + 2\text{CoS}_2\text{OH} + e^- \\
\text{CoS}_2\text{O}_x + \text{OH}^- &\rightarrow \text{CoS}_2\text{O} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + e^- \\
\text{CoS}_2\text{O}_x + \text{OH}^- &\rightarrow \text{CoS}_2\text{OH} + e^- \\
\text{NiS}_4\text{S}_{4-x} + \text{OH}^- &\rightarrow \text{NiS}_4\text{S}_{4-x}\text{OH} + e^-
\end{align*}
\]

The shape of CV curves is ideally retained after the scan rate increased to 100 mV/s (Fig. 5b and Fig. S6), indicating ideal rate capabilities of the samples. Furthermore, with the scan rate varying from 10 to 100 mV/s, the anodic peaks shift to a higher potential while the cathodic peaks move to a lower potential. This is due to the insufficient intercalation of ions from electrolyte into the dense center of NiCo\(_2\)S\(_4\) [33]. For a qualitative comparison, the relationship between scan rate and current density of each sample was plotted, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Generally, the peak current (\(I\)) in the CV curves follows a power-law with changing of scan rate (\(v\)), as described by the equation: [34].

\[I = av^b\]  

where the coefficient ‘\(a\)’ and exponent ‘\(b\)’ are adjustable. In the case of \(b=0.5\), the electrochemical process is considered to be diffusion-controlled, while \(b=1\) indicates a surface-controlled process. As described in Fig. 5c, the anodic peak current for each sample increases ideally linearly with increasing the scan rate, implying that the electrochemical process in the electrodes is surface-controlled.

Galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) measurements were carried out at various current densities to extract specific capacitances for all samples (Fig. 6a and Fig. S7). The calculated specific capacitances of SS-6, SS-12, SS-24, TAA-6, and TAA-12 are 2363.1, 2092.5, 1625.6, 2141.9, and 1236.9 F/g at the current density of 2.5 A/g, respectively. The sample SS-6 displays the highest capacitance among all samples, followed by TAA-6. However, this trend is changed at the higher current densities, e.g. 40 A/g (Fig. 6b). 82.2% of the initial specific capacitance is retained for TAA-6 (1760.0 F/g at 40 A/g), which is higher than 68.1% for SS-6 (1610.0 F/g at 40 A/g), indicating a superior rate capability of TAA-6. The specific capacitance of each sample was also calculated based on the CV curves, which suggest similar trends both on the initial capacitance and rate capability (Fig. S8). In addition to favorable rate capability, the pristine NiCo\(_2\)S\(_4\) (TAA-6) also showed a distinguished cyclic stability at a high current density of 62.5 A/g (Fig. 6c). A negligible loss in capacitance was observed from TAA-6 after 5000 cycles (99.3% capacitance retained), in contrast to 75.1% capacitance retained for SS-6. It is worth noting that the supercapacitive performance of TAA-6 is among the best of the reported

**Fig. 5.** CV performance of the samples. (a) CV curves of all samples at a scan rate of 10 mV/s, (b) CV curves of TAA-6 sample at varied scan rates, and (c) the anodic peak current density of all samples as a function of scan rate.

**Fig. 6.** (a) GCD curves of all samples at a current density of 2.5 A/g, (b) calculated specific capacitance of all samples as a function of current density, and (c) cyclic stability of all samples at a current density of 62.5 A/g.
results from nickel cobalt sulfides, and even comparable to that of samples in-situ grown on conductive substrates (Table S1) [21,23,35–42].

3.3. Discussion

The outstanding supercapacitive properties of TAA-6 are benefited from the rational optimization of NiCo2S4 nanomaterials. However, the origin of difference in electrochemical properties among various samples is still unrevealed. The performance of the electrode materials in a supercapacitor is generally limited by the density and reactivity of active sites and their charge transfer abilities. Therefore, impurities, surface area and electrical conductivity are considered to be crucial factors related to their supercapacitive properties. The impurities, as (Ni/Co)9S8 and (Ni/Co)S2 phases, may cause a decline in the capacitance since the reported capacitances of both are inferior to NiCo2S4 [23,43–47]. However, the capacitance of SS-6 is larger than that of the pristine sample (TAA-6), and also larger than those of SS-12 and SS-24 samples, which contain (Ni/Co)9S8 phase as well. This implies that the specific capacitance is controlled by some other factors in addition to the impurities.

The surface area, on the other hand, should be nearly the same among various samples since they were transformed from the same precursor, and have similar morphology, despite slight changes in the thickness of the nanoflakes. This assumption is supported by the measurements of REASA (Fig. 7a). The electrochemical-double-layer specific capacitances were derived from the CV curves at non-Faradaic potentials (Fig. 5), which were used to probe the effective surface areas of each sample during electrochemical process. According to Fig. 7a, there is no obvious distinction for the double-layer capacitance among the samples at different scan rates, indicating that the surface area is not responsible for the supercapacitance variation.

The effect of electrical conductivity on the pseudocapacitive performance was investigated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements (Fig. 8a and b). The Nyquist plots of the samples present semicircles with small diameters in a high frequency range, implying low charge-transfer resistances (Rct) during electrochemical processes [21,22]. The equivalent series resistances (Req), which were derived from the curves intersecting with the real axis, are 0.44, 0.58, 0.63, 0.57 and 0.70 Ω for SS-6, SS-12, SS-24, TAA-6, and TAA-12, respectively. Notably, the conductivity trend is well consistent with the capacitance trend presented above, suggesting a strong correlation between the electrical conductivity and specific capacitance of the samples. Furthermore, the EIS measurements were also performed on SS-6 and TAA-6 before and after the cycles (Fig. 8c and d), since they displayed quite different behaviors in cyclic stability (Fig. 6c). The Rct of SS-6 increases from 0.44 to 0.88 Ω, corresponding to the specific capacitance of SS-6 decreasing from 1341.0 to 1009.0 F/g after the cycles. In contrast, a small decrease in conductivity (from 0.58 to 0.60 Ω) is observed in TAA-6, while the specific capacitance remains almost unchanged during the same process. These results revealed that the electrical conductivity is the determining factor in tuning the supercapacitive performance of the samples.

The electrical conductivity data obtained from EIS measurements may be influenced by other factors such as electrolyte, binder, conductive additive and loading mass of the active materials. To get an accurate comparison of the intrinsic electrical conductivity, the I-V curves of the samples were recorded using linear sweep voltammetry (Fig. 7b). The intrinsic electrical conductivity was estimated by means of the I-V curve slopes. Interestingly, the conductivity trend, as derived from I-V curves is SS-6 > TAA-6 > SS-12 > SS-24 > TAA-12, which coincides with the conductivity performance obtained from EIS measurements, and further confirms the crucial effect of electrical conductivity on their supercapacitive performance.

Further study was dedicated to reveal the mechanism behind the varied electrical conductivity among different samples. NiCo2S4 was reported to be a semiconductor with a band gap of 0.43 eV [48], in which the electrical conductivity is influenced by the amount of charge carriers, and generally associated with defects in a crystal structure. In this study, the conductivity of NiCo2S4 is considered to be affected by impurities and sulfur vacancies, simultaneously. Firstly, the impurities, either (Ni/Co)9S8 or (Ni/Co)S2, introduce additional boundaries and interfaces, and hinder the electron transfer in the material. Secondly, the sulfur vacancies provide excess charge carriers as electron donors, thus improving the electrical conductivity in NiCo2S4. As a result, the resistance of SS-6 is even lower than that of the pristine phase TAA-6, despite the existence of (Ni/Co)9S8 impurity. Furthermore, the vacancy concentration declines along with the sulfurization time in the Na2S system, leading to an increase of resistance. The initial specific capacitance therefore depends on the conductivity, and is in the order of SS-6 > TAA-6 > SS-12 > SS-24 > TAA-12.

In addition to the effect on specific capacitance, the sulfur vacancies play another role in regulating the rate capability and cyclic stability of the samples. The vacancy-rich samples, with profound crystal disordering, likely transform into an amorphous phase during the charge-discharge process [12]. This amorphous phase is of a larger resistance compared with that of well-crystalline structures. Therefore, samples that are of high vacancies concentration (SS-6, SS-12 and SS-24) cannot maintain the capacitance at high current density or after long-term cycles due to the increased resistance, as depicted in Fig. 6(b) and (c). Overall, the
pristine phase NiCo$_2$S$_4$ of TAA-6, integrating low resistance and steady crystal structure, displays the most favorable supercapacitive performance including specific capacitance, rate capability and cyclic stability.

3.4. Electrochemical performance of all-solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor

To illustrate the sample practical application potentials, an all-solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor was assembled by using TAA-6 as a cathode and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) hydrogel as an anode. The details of the preparation and characterization of the rGO hydrogel are presented in Fig. S10. The rGO electrode exhibits characteristic electrical double-layer capacitance with a potential window of −1.0 to 0 V, while the working voltage of the cathode varies from −0.1 to 0.5 V (Fig. S11). The working voltage of the assembled asymmetric supercapacitor thus can be extended to 1.5 V. No obvious distortion is observed in the CV curves of the full cell even at a scan rate of 100 mV/s (Fig. 9a), indicating the favorable fast charge-discharge performance of the device. The specific capacitances of the device calculated from the GCD curves (Fig. 9b) are 111.5, 96.9, 87.9, and 81.1 F/g at the current density of 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, and 12.8 A/g, respectively (Fig. 9c). Impressively, 72.7% of the initial specific capacitance was retained after the current density has been increased eightfold, which is consistent with the excellent rate capability of TAA-6 documented for the three-electrode system. Fig. 9d shows the long-term cyclic stability of the asymmetric supercapacitor carried out at the current density of 12.8 A/g. A slight increase of the specific capacitance, at first, is ascribed to the complete activation of the electrode. The specific capacitance still maintains within a stable stage with a small drop after 10,000 cycles, demonstrating the outstanding cyclic stability of the device. The EIS curves measured after the 1st and 10,000th cycles further affirm the superior stability of the device (Fig. S12). More importantly, the Coulombic efficiency of the devices remains of constant value, i.e. 97%, during cycles (Fig. 9d). Besides, the solid-state device exhibits typical self-discharge behavior (Fig. S13). The output voltage of device decreases to 0.66 V after 45,000 s, which is comparable to previous results of solid-state supercapacitors [7,11]. Furthermore, the energy density of 38.64 Wh/kg is obtained at a power density of 1.33 kW/kg. The energy density still remains at 28.48 Wh/kg when the power density increases to 10.79 kW/kg (Fig. 9e). The Ragone plot further demonstrates that the device performance recorded in this work is among the best of the reported results [36–38,49,50]. Dramatically, as many as 36 light-emitting diodes (LED) connected in parallel were lighted at the same time by using three asymmetric supercapacitors connected in series (Fig. 9f), verifying the attractive potential of the present electrode material towards smart practical applications.

4. Conclusions

In summary, 3D NiCo$_2$S$_4$ structures assembled as nanoflakes were...
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2016.05.042.
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Fig. 9. Electrochemical performance of an all-solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor fabricated by TAA-6 sample and rGO hydrogel as electrodes. (a) CV curves, (b) GCD curves, (c) calculated specific capacitance and (d) cyclic performance and Coulombic efficiency of the asymmetric supercapacitor. The current density is 12.8 A/g in (d). (e) Ragone plot of the solid-state supercapacitors from this work and other related works. (f) A photo of three asymmetric supercapacitors connected in series powering 36 LEDs.
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